


Tachimetro Ufficiale watch
by Speedometer Official

Iconic design and a crossed seconds hand.



45mm round case with soft and 
satin lines, available in polished and 
burnished 316L steel, with ceramic

effect through DLC treatment
Original seconds hand divided into

four, a cross with the numbered
ends from 1 to 4, capable of 

marking four times simultaneously

Both the cases boast with black
matt dial with cream luminescent
indexes and cream dial with black

luminescent markers

The bezel comes in different
colours and the watch features a 
MIYOTA movement and a date 
window at 6 o'clock, distinctive

domed sapphire crystal.

The steel case back with screws and a 
rubber strap is integrated in the 

handles, with the classic MGT logo

Water resistance of 10 atm. A 
wristwatch embodying charm, sporty, 
elegance and with a strong personality



Following the case material the 
buckle is available respectively in 
polished and burnished 316L steel

The rubber strap features innate water 
resistance and great comfort. Soft, 

flexible and hypoallergenic. It gives to 
the watch a sporty and adventurous

but at the same time classy character.

The crown on the  right hand side 
of the watch is of the right 

dimension enabling greater ease of 
adjustment for both date and time. 



Tachimetro Ufficiale watch
iconic design and a crossed seconds hand.

A wristwatch embodying charm, sporty, elegance and with a strong personality.

Tachimetro Ufficiale boasts a highly original seconds hand divided into four, a cross with the numbered ends from 1 to 4,
capable of marking four times simultaneously: characteristic never seen in the world of timepieces that will make it highly
identifiable and unique.

Available in different versions in polished and burnished 316L steel, with ceramic effect through the same DLC treatment
as the bracelets, Tachimetro Ufficiale features 45mm round case with soft and satin lines, screw-down crown, either both
with black matt dial with cream luminescent indexes and cream dial with black luminescent markers.



The bezel comes in different colours and the watch features a MIYOTA movement and a date window at 6 o'clock, 
distinctive domed sapphire crystal.

The steel case-back with screws and a rubber strap is integrated in the handles, with the classic MGT logo and steel
buckle.
Tachimetro Ufficiale, a well balanced compromise between aesthetics and technique, modernity and tradition and an 
accurate research for details also clearly visible in the refined packaging. Water resistance of 10 atm.








